Procurement and Contracting Services

Request for
Transport of Thermal Vacuum Chamber

**ADDENDUM #1**

Please mark all proposal submission envelopes with the following information:

Sealed RFP # S112101
Due on 10/15/2020 no later than 3:00 PM, MST

The attention of Bidders submitting proposals for the subject Contract is called to the following Addendum. The revisions set forth herein, whether of omission, addition or substitution, are to be included in and form a part of the Proposal submitted.
Q1. Is there a shipping drawing with center of gravity available?

A1. Please reference the drawing showing the chamber CG and some overall dimensions.

Q2. Please clarify shipping dimensions. PG 23 shows 175” wide and 169” high. PG 25 shows 180” wide and 180” high – is the shrink wrap going to add that much to it?

A2. The final dimensions are as follows: 374” long X 182” Wide < 171”. Reference photos below showing the shrink wrapped vessel: